MRSA-UV’s innovative SureCheck UV™ combines a mobile based application with a cloud-based
server and a fully integrated UV treatment management system for any facility desiring to take
surface-to-air UV sanitizing to next logical step.

For larger institutions, mobile UV sanitization is only a small part of the equation for achieving Zero
Risk for HAI’s. It is essential that an integrated management system track the numerous procedures
and protocols that are required to get the most out of UV surface and air sanitizing applications.
SureCheck UV™ checklist-based logging automates and monitors the quality of room and non-critical
item sanitizing (such as workstations on wheels-WOW’s and computer keyboards) while dramatically
lowering the potential for human error. It is intuitive, rapid and fail-safe and UV sanitizing operators
cannot proceed to their next operational step without preceding steps being fully completed.
Infection control directors can instantly track, in real-time, (no matter where in the world they are
located), such things as; what rooms have been treated today, how long was each UV treatment, who
conducted the treatments, what were the targeted microbes, where were the UV sanitizers placed in
each room, where are the mobile and handheld UV units located right now, have the UV bulbs been
checked for any wattage degradation, have proper quality controls and bacterial verification tests
been conducted, what are their results, what terminal cleaning rooms are completed and ready to be
reoccupied, how many spare UV bulbs are in stock, have all UV warning signs been posted, are UV
personnel wearing their protective safety gear and so much more.
Data is stored in the cloud and can be reviewed online as well as converted to Excel spread-sheets
and reports. Such reports can help document past compliance with regulations for audit purposes and
support any reviews for negligence.
Any facility, large or small, engaging in UV treatment of patient rooms, ICU rooms, operating rooms,
bathrooms, department rooms, laboratories, nurse stations, waiting rooms and the sanitizing of
essential not-critical items cannot be truly effective without an integrated checklist management
system such as SureCheck UV™.

